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Kettle Bridge Concertinas
from facebook page by John Wild

Kettle Bridge Concertinas played at East Farleigh Fete today (24-6-
2017). We had a few moments when the wind threatened to carry
our music away, but we survived to complete our short set of music.
We also had a stall set up for anyone interested to try out an
instrument and sign up for lessons if desired.
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Editorial

Dear Readers,

A new idea is being put forward by Jeremy Hague, our
librarian. Do read about this in “Joining the dots” on
page 30. For many years I have been trying to inspire
people to play on the English Concertina more than one
note at a time during my workshops and in my tutor.
Hopefully this call from Jeremy will lead to even more players having a go
at the compositions and arrangements that are available (also from the
library). Let us hear from you.

I am happy that Anne Gregson has offered another of her cmpositions for
you to have a go at. And this with a promise of more to come. I do look
forward to that.

The response on the emailing sent out by Martin has actually provided me
with a good number of people who are teaching or willing to help
newcomers to the concertina. Having completed this issue of Concertina
World I will begin to organize it all into a nice format that will be published
on the website and wherever we think it may be useful. Changes and
additions can be mailed to your editor.

As always I hope you will enjoy the magazine and I look forward to your
reports on events you have been to or notices of any that are coming up.

Your help in locating information is very much appreciated and if anyone
else is interested in becoming a reporter or interviewer, maybe reviewing
cds and books.....do contact me.

Have fun

Pauline

        Next deadline is 15 November 2017
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX 13
With Paul Walker spinnin’ the platters

Go to the ICA web site where Webmaster Michel
van der Meiren, has turned the hyperlinks into a
TV-like slideshow.

Mohsen Amini – lightning fast & young; BBC
Radio Scotland Young Traditional Musician 2016-

The final set of tunes prize-winning performance
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Am38t3DZiU0

Dlamini - Imfene (Pondo Concertina) (Plastik 940). Excellent
Roots music from I think Eastern Cape South Africa.” I bewitch people
using my father's baboon” (?)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHPIcTA3lrA&list=PLJw__lzT4s
dTsCFrCOL7Fz0nHlr_wX170

Opus #1 - Brian Erickson Trio (bass, drums & a chemnitzer)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnOSiDRKc5Q
Mr Jazz concertina  backed by Dane Richeson drums & Brian Benson
upright bass.

Mi Santa Cruz de la Sierra en concertina-soulful rendition from
Bolivia.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Dr19ry9R3g

Los TRES para el recuerdo - Homenaje a Tapacarí -
2.Tapacarí (Dr. Eufronio García Zambrana - Concertina)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zu-oHOzVEEQ

Cicco Camelio on Clarinet and Foley Fettucini on Concertina
Concertina qui pleure, clarinette qui rit, paris qui dort (1/2)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zUO76wzUZrQ&t=48s Music
experiment with the 16mm silent movie "Paris qui dort" (France,
1925), also known as "Le rayon de la mort invisible" featuring
experimental random rumours by the incredible randolfinarium and
linacinemarinio show.
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Kitty Hayes and Eoin O'Neill youtube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVHyBTPfVMY
Kitty Hayes -Concertina on Open House, RTÉ1, 2001 following the
release of her first CD 'A Touch of Clare' in September 2001. Reels:
The Galway Rambler and The London Lasses. Classy.

Swaledale 2012 -Harry Scurfield plays & growls Dylan (Masters of
War) on his Dipper special anglo.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6LlAVcWoy8

Cormac Begley at Minogue's Bar in Tulla in Co Clare. Launch of CD
"Cormac Begley" 2017. Yellow Tinker set played on Bass concertina
and John Dwyer's Reel played on piccolo concertina.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0rjZJ4OdsA

Miriam Collins Rainy Day (reel)Taken from the excellent DVD
'Come west along the road part 3'. Beguiling performance.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAeclV3n3zc

Brian Peters at Kirkby Fleetham Winter Warmer 2010 –Dallas Rag-
“Rhythm is Everything!”. Coley Jones' classic arranged for anglo
concertina. Effortless syncopation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTl_IPwVBoU

DEAD MEN TALKING. There's a flea over there; Henry Lawson
(Max Cullen) and Banjo Paterson (Warren Fahey) are at the
Leviticus Bar & Grill, Heaven's Gate, yarning when Henry requests a
concertina tune.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZ_XJgaIR4s

 (Apologies to the uncredited contributor who emailed the
Foley Fetticini-please email again.)

Readers : please share your YouTube links of concertina
players of any genre with the editor. <>
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A few notes from the Irish Scene…..
Bill Crossland

A few more CD’s have been added to the growing cannon of Irish
anglo music, and if I’m repeating myself from my last contribution,
blame it on advancing years….. Jack Talty, Cormac Begley and Noel
Hill have been making waves playing together as a trio, but over the
last 9 months they have all released solo CD’s contrasting in content
and style. Noel’s “Irish Concertina 3, Live in New York”, captures a
concert performance and is purely solo. One of his dictums is not to
let the instrument get between you and the tune - too often the
constraints of the anglo system affect the player's interpretation of
the tune, but such is his virtuosity that
you appreciate the tune and the
secondary thought is that it’s being
played on a concertina. A very traditional
selection of tunes but he breathes new
life into them, and the two slow airs (The
Foggy Dew and O’Rathaille's Grave) are
magnificent.

Jack and Cormac released Na Fir Bolg a
few years ago, but Cormac takes their
approach to a new and interesting level.
Begley continues to amaze with his
virtuosity and innovative approach to
playing on his first solo CD, which
features bass, baritone, treble and
piccolo concertinas, spanning seven
octaves. Unusually many of the tracks are single tunes, rather than
a set, and Cormac embroiders the music to fully exploit the range of
the various instruments. And there is a Kerry influence which adds
another dimension - it’s a “live” recording in St Nicholas’ Collegiate
Church in Galway rather than a studio embellished effort which adds
to its attraction. He released a “standard” edition of the CD in a
conventional case, and a limited edition in a concertina shaped
folding case featuring his William Jeffries concertina which opens out
to reveal the action pan, reed pan and bellows interior, beautifully
photographed and presented (photo next page).
It can be purchased here:
https://cormacbegley.bandcamp.com/album/cormac-begley  Those
of a certain age might remember the Horslips LP “Happy to Meet”
which did a similar thing with a Wheatstone Aeola back in 1972.
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I was lucky enough to catch
Cormac as a tutor at the Joe
Mooney Summer School this
year. His approach was very
different - frequently the tutor
will try to fit in a couple of new
tunes over a 2 -3 hr session
each day, so that over the week
you could come away with ten
or so tunes. Cormac spent a
couple of days concentrating
very heavily on developing a
single simple tune. On a

standard 30 key anglo in CG there are three full octaves in the key
of G and the thrust of his teaching was to explore using all three,
with chording and ornamentation above or below, depending on
which octave the melody was in - this approach can be clearly heard
on his CD. And some of those buttons particularly in the top octave
are rarely visited… His enthusiastic percussive use of the bellows
can have a seriously deleterious effect on their construction, and his
lessons should come with a health warning for concertinas - those
attempting to emulate should cultivate their favoured restorer to be
available for running repairs or replacement…

Jack Talty is a seriously musical musician, and his CD “In Flow”
introduces some interesting combinations of lesser known tunes,
thoughtfully arranged and beautifully recorded - and even the ones
you think you know are given a refreshing makeover. John Blake
and Ruari McGorman add some well-judged accompaniment on
guitar and bodhran respectively. Jack comes from the Hill family of
concertina players and has taken that steeping in tradition and
added his own influences.  Another great CD.

Liam O’Brien, who was voted Young Musician of this year in TG4’s
Gradam Ceoil awards, is from Miltown Malbay and from a very
musical family – his mother Brid O’Donohue is a great flute and
whistle player, and all his siblings play a variety of instruments.
Following his success, he has released his first solo CD, The Lane,
which makes interesting listening.

Apart from Cormac’s CD, all are available from Custy’s:
http://www.custysmusic.com
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The anglo concertina scene continues to thrive over the water in
Ireland, and as these words are written the All Ireland Fleadh in
Ennis, Co Clare, will just about have wound up for another year.
This year featured a concertina recital every lunchtime, the featured
artists being Tim Collins, Liam O’Brien, Mary McNamara, Hugh
Healy, Padraig Rynne, Edel Fox and Chris and Francis Droney. One
of the evening concerts featured Noel Hill with the brilliant fiddle
playing of Liam O’Connor. You can hear a flavour of the music and
the enthusiasm on Clare FM’s podcasts here:
http://www.clare.fm/listen-back/ or for those who can tolerate high
energy presentational style, the Gaelic language TV station TG4 has
three long programmes from the events here:
http://www.tg4.ie/en/programmes/fleadh-tv/
I haven’t had chance to trawl through these yet, but there will be
concertinas there for those with the patience (and tolerance of the
manic attempts to appeal to the wider TV audience) to watch – and
there is definitely some great music!

Noel is making a rare concert performance, playing at the Return to
Camden Festival in London, between October 24th and 30th.
 Details will be here: http://www.returntocamden.org/2017-return-
to-camden-town-festival-announced/ or on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/returntocamdentown/
 <>

Concertina World welcomes
Chas Marshall

–stalwart of the North Yorkshire Folk
scene since way-back-when: Morris
man, Mummer, folk singer and skilled
concertina player who has recently
released a CD, “The Compleat
Anglo” the proceeds of which go to
two of his chosen charities.

Interview by Paul Walker

(Many of our readers may be
acquainted with Nick Barber via his
popular tune book(s) “English
Choice”.)
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PW: Morning Chas, how did you come to be working with Nick
Barber, producer of the above mentioned CD?

CM: Over the years I have travelled around to find good English
Music sessions and I used to try to attend sessions at the Old Bridge
in Ripponden and the Riverhead Tap in Marsden as regularly as I
could. Maybe these towns are not so far in actual miles but there
are no motorways to help you get there and plenty of built up areas
with speed limits, still tricky in the days when you had to be at work
the next day too. It was in the Marsden session where I first met
Nick and Mary Barber and had other session players such as Barry
and Linda Callaghan, Steve Harrison and Mike Pinder. I became very
friendly with Nick and Mary and we subsequently met up in various
locations and even performed as the three-piece Stean Cottage
Band, named after Nick and Mary’s cottage in Nidderdale at the
hamlet of Stean.

PW: So – how did "The Compleat Anglo" come to be recorded?

CM: Over recent months Nick has been saying that he should record
some of my playing and I eventually decided it would be good as it
would allow me to hear my playing, as you can never quite hear
yourself exactly the same as other people in the room. So Nick
brought his gear to our cottage in Ferrensby and I just played a
selection of tunes into two microphones. Afterwards Nick and Mary
added a couple of solo pieces and played along with me on a few
tracks. Nick then said he had enough to make a proper CD – I
originally thought the recording was just for fun, but perhaps Nick
was really just kidding me along! We decided to make it a charity
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CD with Nick and I putting up the costs of production so that every
£10 for a CD goes to the charities which are very close to my heart
– Great North Air Ambulance and Motor Neurone Disease
Association.

PW: Why a fundraiser for those two charities Chas? And how can
our readers purchase a copy?

CM: I was air lifted by helicopter in June 2015 when I collapsed
walking with friends on a fell called Wetherlam in the Lake District. I
later discovered that I had a cancerous brain tumour which was
largely removed at James Cook Hospital in Middlesbrough followed
by radiotherapy and chemotherapy treatment. According to the
medical staff I shouldn’t really be still alive now. While I was
recovering my wife, Viv, took time off work to care for me but after
18 months or so was diagnosed with Motor Neurone Disease – so it
is a rough time for us both.

PW: That’s terrible Chas, I didn’t know. Thankfully you’re still here
squeezing that anglo.

CM: Yes, the CD can be bought online at Nick’s online shop at

nickbarber.net

for £10 (plus £1 for postage and packing).

PW: The concertina that you play – is that a special instrument?
Has it been in your possession a long time?

CM: It is a 40 key Wheatstone Linota in G/D made in 1914. I don’t
think it is at all “special” – just a standard Wheatstone or Crabb
style of note layout. I bought this in 2004 from a chap who lived
around Sunderland. I recently had the bellows replaced by John
Connor.

PW: Tell us about Nick Barber's involvement with the CD. I've
played with him in Saddleworth sessions – a mighty musician and
folk organiser.

CM: Nick Barber and his wife Mary are both brilliant players, they
are technically very good but also hugely clever with harmonies and
arrangements. I am somewhat privileged to count on them as
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friends. All the technical side of the CD was managed by Nick – he
just turned up with his computer and two microphones at our place
to make the recordings, then he disappeared back to Huddersfield
and did all his wizardry there. Talking of Nick being a mighty
musician, I remember being at one of his birthday parties and he
asked if we could play Soldiers Joy 6 times over. This was so he
could play each time through on a different instrument – recorder,
melodeon, French horn, piano, fiddle and baritone horn.

PW: I also know Nick as a squeezebox player with White Rose
Morris.  I guess I first encountered your good self playing/dancing
with Ripon City Morris Dancers in the 80s?

CM: It could well be – I was a founder member of Ripon City Morris
Dancers when the team started in 1982 but I left after several years
when I had an injury to my knee and could no longer dance and
became rather unsatisfied with the musical side of things. Playing
solo for our clog stepping team, Clogarhythm, brings me great
pleasure. If I get it wrong then it is entirely my fault and if I get it
right it is equally my fault too! I can also try new tunes or variations
without having to teach it to a whole band of people.

PW: Although you'd previously been involved, I believe with the
team with the glorious name of Betty Lupton's Ladle Laikers. Explain
that name please!

CM: I was also a founder member of Betty Lupton’s Ladle Laikers
but just as the musician. I had barely begun playing the concertina
then and for a few years I was learning the tunes just in advance of
the dancers learning the dances. I played a 30 key Lachenal then
but Richard Harrison (from Castleford Longsword but who is now
working for Barleycorn Concertinas) persuaded me to put my name
down for a new Crabb concertina. It was a wise decision that I took
his helpful advice. I loved the sound that John Kirkpatrick makes on
his anglo and indeed still does now and I decided to get an anglo,
though I had previously played stringed instruments such as tenor
banjo and mandolin. In those days I really learnt on my own by
listening to records as I was not aware of other anglo players in the
Harrogate area, or at least none that I knew about. Though I did get
some help from Richard Harrison, though he does play a standard
anglo concertina but he turns it upside down.
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The team name was conjured by one of our local folk club
characters. He said that Betty Lupton was a famous local person
who ladled out the spa waters to visitors to Harrogate – she was
known as the “Queen of the Wells”. He added Laikers as an old
Yorkshire word for playing or messing about. Later on I spoke to a
descendent of Betty Lupton and though she did indeed ladle out
waters she was also less reputably known for "securing the services
of young ladies for the gentleman visitors to the town"!

PW: A fine tradition! Now, my acting career peaked when I played
Little Devil Doubt in the Mossley Pace Egg play. Tell our readers
about your involvement with the Knaresborough Mummers.

CM: The Knaresborough Mummers were the first folk dance/drama
team to be formed in the Harrogate area. There was a brief
appearance at Christmas for Knaresborough folk club but the team
took on a more official existence in Spring the following year. I was
the eighth member to join the club. As I became more involved we
started looking for local plays and gathering plays in Yorkshire from
existing collections, we discovered there indeed was a local play
which we entitled the Blue Stots play and subsequently we have
discovered other versions of this play when we were out performing.
This was documented in a limited publication called “The Return of
the Blue Stots”. The word “blue” is a corruption of the North
Yorkshire word “plew” or plough. Stot is an old word for the cattle
which used to be used to haul the plough.

PW: What's your take on the current controversy surrounding 'face-
blacking' in Morris/folk activities? Do you see this as 'guising' or
black-minstrelsy?

CM: This answer might seem to be missing the point of the
question, but I rather see it as bit of both. I think there is certainly
an influence of black faced minstrelsy as we even discovered during
our research into local mummers plays but there is also influence
from much earlier in history. But I suspect that we all need to be
more tolerant of each other’s customs and beliefs.

PW: You've reminded me that we were both at the Bradfield
Traditional Music Weekend – was it 2003? Mark Davies was an
enthusiastic supporter of Concertina activities – though I must
admit I only went the once. The farm venue was so difficult to find!
Did you go on several occasions?
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CM: I used to attend Bradfield on a regular basis but transport
problems now prevent me from getting there. I didn’t have any
problems finding the various locations and looked forward to the
early session when Roger Digby hosted a lunch time tune session.
There were many excellent concertina players when I attended
attesting to Mark’s enthusiasm for concertinas.

PW: I don't think I've seen you at the Swaledale Squeeze weekend
– which I'm usually involved in. Harry Scurfield (anglo tutor) holds
the view that Anglo players are less "clubbable" than other
concertina players, (the SS weekend is predominantly English
system). What do you think?

CM: I’m not really sure about Harry’s view as I haven’t been to the
Swaledale Squeeze but I do remember fiddler Liz Giddings putting a
comment on Facebook:
“Having just spent a week sharing a house with three concertina
players, I regret to announce that, for the sake of my sanity, the
aforementioned instrument will be banned from next year's English
Country Music Weekend. If I have to hear about them for one more
second..... They spent 24hrs a day talking about every other
concertina player in the country, what concertina they play, where
they got it from, how much it cost, who owned it previously, how
many buttons it has, what sort of straps it has...”

I guess that English concertina players generally don’t need to
discuss about how many buttons you have, where the accidentals
are placed and such matters, they generally can read music and
enjoy playing in parts – but I could be wrong.

PW: That was very interesting Chas, and good luck with the CD. I
hope there are many more.

PW: You could say that English concertina players are as obsessive,
but in different ways. The major split, I think, is between those who
play by ear and those who play mainly from the “dots”.

What do our readers think?
<>
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A question to all readers
from Graham Heffernan

I was in London recently, at the Proms, and noticed these
concertina-playing "puttii" (playing Anglos) in the frieze on what was
the Royal College of Organists building (now in private hands) next
to the Royal Albert Hall.

When first done, according to the original building plan drawings I
managed to locate on the Internet, I think they were holding
cymbals or something similar and were perhaps changed/filled in to
be concertinas at a later date, though I can't find anything online
about such a change. Maybe a reader may know something.<>
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Concertina World
welcomes Steve Turner –
folk singer and skilled concertina
exponent (both as accompanist
and lead instrument). Over his
long career, as well as building up
a devoted following amongst the
public, I think it’s fair to say
Steve has become a “Player’s
player”.

Interview by Paul Walker

PW: Do you want to tell our
readers why your successful career as a folk singer has this unusual
arc, with a large gap timewise in the middle?

ST: I don't know if my career as a folk singer could be described as
"successful". I'm still awaiting the slightest recognition in some
festival programmes after 50 years! But my theory is that it's
something to do with not playing the guitar!
In fact a festival I'm playing this weekend completely forgot that
they'd booked me and it wasn't till I looked at their website to check
and couldn't find my name, that they put in a last minute correction!
but hey ho!

Back to the question. I was a professional folk singer for about 11
years from 1980 to 1991 and as I'm sure is the case today,
discovered that the folk scene didn't pay the sort of fees that would
allow me to enjoy the lifestyle that I'd hoped to become accustomed
to! So I was forced to supplement my income by dealing in the sort
of folk instruments that I knew, as a sideline. Then one day I bought
a violin and discovered that it made a lot more money than the
banjos and concertinas etc that I'd been dealing in.
Also violin family instruments were a lot more interesting and
presented a much bigger challenge and I found there was and still is
a lot more to learn. So gradually the violin dealing grew to the
extent that by the end of 1991 it had basically taken over my
interest. I was living in Preston in a terraced house where it was
difficult to practise my singing and concertina and banjo playing
without disturbing the neighbours. So I gradually lost interest in the
music.
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Things evolved to the extent that my wife and I moved to a bigger
house in Blackburn and made a violin shop in the basement, and I
started retailing instruments from home.
Then in 1994 we decided to go for it in a bigger way and moved to
Nottingham where we converted a large Co-op building into one of
the biggest violin shops in the country, and that's where we are
today, dealing internationally, and having also experimented with
branches in Leeds and Birmingham. During the time I was off the
folk scene, discovering that the violin business really needs the
personal touch.

From the time I left the folk scene in 1991 to around 1994 I didn't
touch an instrument or sing a note whilst building the business. But
gradually with more spare time I felt the musical urge return and
decided that I'd like to learn to sing properly, and, having a liking for
opera, took lessons. This was the best thing I've ever done
musically, and I can recommend it to other folk singers!! Ironically
after I stopped singing, I stopped smoking, and had singing lessons.
Something tells me I should have done it the other way round!

PW: Yes I know of at least one other well known folk singer who I
believe has taken lessons.

ST: I started gradually to get back into the music by going to the
local Irish pub session and getting the banjo out to play some tunes.
It was really Mick Peat, our local folk impresario and radio show
host, who persuaded me to think about coming back to the folk
scene. I remember, ca 2003, going to the local folk club for the first
time and feeling incredibly nervous while singing a couple of songs
from the floor.

And so by 2005, while travelling the country on violin business I was
using the opportunity to do floor spots at folk clubs in the evenings
and a lot of these resulted in bookings. Which brings us to the
present when I'm doing roughly 50 - 60 bookings a year and
between 12 and 15 festivals. This means that whereas I used to do
up to 180 bookings a year out of necessity as a professional singer
in the 80s, now I can choose a little more where I want to play.
Conversely, there's a great deal more competition for work and
fewer folk clubs.
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PW: I think you've released three CDs since you re-started your folk
singing professionally. How did these come about? Are they on your
own label?

ST: Yes indeed. Great changes to digital technology have occurred
of course since I made my 4th and last LP in 1986. Now they almost
sound like a live performance, and the Pinky and Perky effect has
disappeared! Again, it was Mick Peat who suggested I make another
album ca 2007, and he eventually put me in touch with Oliver
Knight, Martin Carthy's nephew, an amazing sound engineer with
whom I've recorded all three CDs.

Another stroke of fortune is that they have all been taken up by Pete
Heywood (now emeritus) editor of the Living Tradition magazine
who put them out on his Tradition Bearers label to some decent
critical acclaim. At the moment I'm preparing to record my 8th
album, hopefully this summer, but I'm looking for a new sound
engineer as Olly is in dormant mode at the moment.

PW: I would imagine it's important for an artiste to have as much
control over their recorded output as possible. How do things stand
with your Fellside recordings from decades ago?

ST: Funnily enough I met Paul Adams (Fellside owner) last weekend
at Ireby festival in Cumbria (he came to watch my concert), not
having seen him since the recording of the last of my four albums
for him in 1986.
I don't really think I've ever been high profile enough to have much
"control" over my recordings. I get the albums from the company
I'm with and usually sell them at gigs, with some online sales,
orders sent by post, and some record company sales.

Paul kindly agreed to let me put the remastered last two LPs into CD
format a few years ago, so I've now got five albums currently
available.

PW: Tell us about the 64 key Wheatstone Concertina you played on
I think your "Whirligig of Time" CD. It sounds a bit special?

ST: I was very lucky to acquire my concertina from a retired
Salvation Army captain in Doncaster for £50, from an ad in the local
paper ca 1977. As I mentioned, I used to deal in folk instruments
and have probably bought and sold a couple of thousand concertinas
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in my time!

I taught myself to play the concertina ca 1974 inspired by Gerry
Murphy, concertina player and Northumbrian piper in the band
Canny Fettle, in which I sang and played guitar and banjo at the
time. I do own a Jones baritone, which I was told that my
grandfather, whom I never knew, used to play, and which was left in
the shed when I was a child. I didn't know what it was and took it
out of the box every two or three years. One day I pulled a little too
hard and it came out of the box in two halves! So years later I sent
it off to a repairer for new bellows, and he still had it when I got the
urge to learn. So I was lent a Lachenal brass reeded student
instrument by a kind lady on the Manchester folk scene.
Unfortunately it had no straps and whereas a normal person would
have solved this problem easily enough, I, being the world's least
practical person, learnt to play by balancing the concertina between
my knees and my chin!

Gradually I traded up in quality by advertising in various
newspapers, as concertinas were more readily available in those
days. I got to the stage where I was carrying around a huge and
heavy fibreglass case containing a treble, tenor treble and bass
concertinas.

Then I chanced upon my present instrument which ticked all the
boxes. I've been playing it now for 40 years, and I don't think I'll
ever find a better accompanying instrument. I always called it a
bass baritone tenor, till Steve Dickenson saw it and told me it's a
"cello concertina". It actually has anglo action on the bottom four
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notes on the left hand side which gives it 68 notes. And it's in high
pitch A452 because I don't trust anyone to re-tune it!

PW: Yes I remember talking to Colin Dipper about the problem
restoring concertinas in “old pitch”. He told me there was always a
danger that they would lose their special tone when tuned to concert
pitch.

ST: That’s interesting! I didn’t know Colin had the same opinion
about tuning. I thought it was just me being a bit eccentric! The
problem about being in old pitch of course is that you can’t play with
other fixed pitch instruments in a band or social situation. But on
the odd occasions where I find myself playing music with other
people, such as at workshops, I have a tenor treble in concert pitch.
Not as versatile as the “cello” of course, but it sounds better than
being a quarter of a tone out of tune with everyone else!

I’ve been trying to get hold of a concert pitch version of my
concertina for the last forty years without any success. There are
64 key instruments around of course but I’m still looking for one
that goes to the bottom C and B flat on the left, notes which I use a
lot. (If anyone knows of one with wooden ends that’s available, I’d
be very interested.) I’m lucky to live fairly near to Alan Davies in
Nottingham and he services my concertina every year or so.

PW: What was your role in “Canny Fettle”, who I’m sure many of
our readers will remember as a seminal group in promoting
Northern country dance music.

ST: I was in Canny Fettle from 1970 to 1977. They were a four
piece band specialising mainly in music from the North East. But the
founders, two of whom came from the North East, met at
Manchester University in the late 60s. I, being from Manchester, was
invited to join as the singer when the original vocalist left and found
myself singing a lot of Geordie songs in a Manchester accent! In
those days I accompanied myself on the guitar and Gerry Murphy
played concertina and Northumbrian pipes. Bob Morton, the real
Geordie singer, joined a year or so after me. I also played banjo in
the band and Bob Diehl the fiddler and Gerry the main movers and
shakers were classy musicians so the band always had strong
musical foundations. We played music from everywhere, not only
from the North East. Bob had some Shetland influences and from
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him we played Scottish, Shetland, Irish and Swedish tunes and
North East music and songs via Gerry and Bob Morton.
The first album,” Varry Canny,” ca 1975, contained a fairly even
mixture of songs and tunes. We also played a few ceilidhs and
dances around Manchester in the early 70s as there didn’t seem to
be many other dance bands around at that time. We also took our
music to festivals and gigs in Holland and Germany.

PW: Through their “Trip to Harrogate album” I first got to listen to
tunes from the Joshua Jackson manuscript.

ST: The “Trip to Harrogate” album came towards the end of my
time with the group. Dave Howes, a friend of the band, discovered
the Joshua Jackson manuscripts and we made “Trip to Harrogate”,
on which I played banjo and mandolin, ca 1977 with a few other
musicians. This was probably something new at the time. Music
from Yorkshire seemed to be little known and this was a seminal
disc. People like Greg Stephens and Jamie Knowles had discovered
the North West tunes and the North East music of course was
commonly heard. But it certainly gave English music a boost against
its Celtic rivals, even though many of the tunes in the collection are
Irish and Scottish derivations.

It’s good to hear them being played in wider circles and I was really
pleased to hear Chris Parkinson playing tunes from the album at a
workshop I did with him at the Great North Festival a couple of
weeks ago, and the 3/2 tunes are apparently much in vogue at the
moment.

PW: I’ve been a lifelong Dylan fan since “Freewheelin”, and I was
knocked out re-listening to your interpretation of “Love in Vain” on
your album “Jigging One Now”. You turned what was, for me, a
mediocre Dylan track into a natural concertina led ballad. Very
impressive.

ST: Dylan, along with Leadbelly, were my reasons for becoming a
folksinger. Before I could afford my first guitar, I used to stand in
front of the mirror with my harmonica harness, sunglasses and cap,
playing the tennis racquet! and obviously sang plenty of his early
songs as I progressed on the guitar. I always remember John
Cooper Clarke asking me to sing my way through the Bob Dylan
songbook at the Castle Folk Club in Manchester circa 1969!
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“Is your love in vain” was the first of his songs that I tried on the
concertina and I found myself in the final of a national competition
called “Stars of the Eighties” at Cambridge Folk Festival in 1979. I
had progressed through heats and semi-finals in the North West
section singing as a duo with a friend of mine, who then got cold
feet at the thought of appearing in front of a large crowd at the
final. So I asked Karl Dallas the organiser if I could appear solo to
which he agreed, and I won the contest with “Love in Vain” played
on a gigantic rectangular 48 key double action Lachenal bass which
I thought was pretty cool at the time, but which took five minutes to
push the bellows in and out!

This persuaded me to think about turning professional and Paul
Adams took me on to his Fellside label, and the song appeared on
my first album, “Outstack” in 1979. (“Jigging One Now” was the
second.)

Funnily enough I was thinking about the song recently while looking
for material for a compilation disc to make a double album for my
current 7th album as suggested by Tradition Bearers the company I
record with. I get asked to sing it at gigs from time to time but have
always come up with the excuse that firstly, I haven’t sung it for
nearly forty years, and secondly, it’s a young man’s song.

Having looked at it again, I agree that maybe it’s not his best song,
but I think I was being a bit too judgemental about the content, and
in fact I’ve sung it again in public a few times recently and have
learnt not to underestimate Dylan’s genius to the extent that the
sentiments really fit any age group.

I’m planning to put my current version on my new 8th album to be
recorded in August this year. I’m banking on my singing and playing
having improved enough to produce a better rendition than the
pretty dreadful (some would say “raw”) version I did in 1979!

PW: What’s your take on the situation regarding folk club venues?
In Greater Manchester what with so many pubs closing, and the
move to having “unplugged” sessions (with a broad range of musical
styles), there is little opportunity to hear live traditional music.

ST: That’s a pretty far-reaching question.  I get booked at a few of
the clubs in the Manchester area and find that they tend to equate
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with those in the rest of the country in that they adhere to the well
known fact that audiences are getting older, and more of the
traditional style clubs are closing, with concert venues becoming the
norm, insofar as they supposedly attract younger people, and
groups, duos and trios have superseded any popularity solo singers
might have had in the ‘80s when I was a professional singer..

There are certainly more singer/songwriters now than ever before,
but the quality is spread more thinly and the competition for work is
fierce with fewer venues and more performers doing the job pro or
semi pro.

As far as the opportunity to hear traditional songs is concerned, I
was told last week at a club I played in London that I was “retro”,
but there’s only so much you can do as a solo singer, and I do what
I do, and “you can’t please all of the people etc” and especially
when you sing with the concertina. I could sing contemporary songs
all night, and sometimes do, and still be criticised for being “too
traditional” because I don’t play the guitar!

When I’m feeling reckless, I sometimes tell my concertina song
accompaniment workshop participants that the truth is that if they
think they’re going to become stars of the folk scene singing with
the concertina, they’re totally deluded. You can be the best in the
world, but you’ll never compete for popularity with the guitar
players!

Concertinas are definitely a marmite job, I’m afraid! But I think we
know that anyway! And as long as we enjoy what we’re doing, it
doesn’t really matter, does it?!

PW: The ICA tries to encourage young people especially, to play the
concertina by sponsorship, providing tutors, lending instruments
etc. Any thoughts Steve? A related issue  I find it depressing to
compare the quality of guitar you can buy for say £300 on the net,
compared with the bargain basement concertinas, which will be
more expensive and difficult to play anyway.

ST: Being a musical instrument dealer myself for the last forty
years, now specialising in violin family instruments, I’m constantly
in contact with that problem. As is well known, the Chinese, who’ve
taken over the world in the manufacture of mainstream musical
instruments: guitars, violins, pianos etc and are making the most
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amazing instruments for a fraction of the price it takes to produce
them in the west, but have no idea what a concertina is and have no
interest in becoming a competitor in the tiny market, hence the
present situation which cannot change because demand is so small.
So I’m afraid it’s a vicious circle and one that I can’t see going away.

Having said that, dealers in old concertinas will tell you that there
are more than enough old instruments of good quality to go round
with a little restoration and it maybe also begs the question as to
why more people don’t start playing the many good duets that are
available at pretty well bargain prices. If only there was an
accessible tutor, eh?

The Liverpool Orange bands are now mainly defunct and today I
noticed a picture in the Guardian of the Northern Irish marchers
playing button accordions and I wondered if they would have played
McCanns as did their Liverpool compatriots in the past (and also the
Salvation Army with their Cranes) – but I can’t find any pictures or
references on the internet to prove this. Any info most welcome.

I had an interesting phone call recently from a player I used to know
from the Formby concertina band near Liverpool, who wanted to
start playing McCann again, and when I told him the current prices
I’m afraid he lost interest!

I’m sure there must be many more sad stories like that. Another
problem is that at the very bottom end of the new instrument
market, the instruments are not exactly inspiring to play. In my
violin shop we have to do an “upgrade” on instruments, i.e. fit new
bridge, soundpost, pegs and strings etc to make them playable, so a
£100 instrument can end up costing a lot more. So the adage “You
get what you pay for” applies there too. Difficult and expensive to
upgrade a cheap concertina.

With all instruments, to get a quality item that will inspire you will
cost money whether it’s a guitar, violin, piano or concertina, and
concertinas stop at four figures, whereas a good violin may cost an
orchestral player ten times their salary as opposed to maybe double
the salary in the early twentieth century. This is in great part due to
the huge demand from the developing Far Eastern countries who
have no tradition of western orchestral instruments and have to turn
to European sources for old instruments. This is why there are trusts
out there to supply players, or they have to be supplied with an
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inferior instrument which will affect the quality of the music, which
brings us back to whether to buy a more affordable modern
instrument with little or no investment quality.

Concertinas don’t suffer as much from that problem. There are
many other facets that I could go into re this question, but there’s
not a lot of space to continue!

PW: If I can mention “the F Word”- Folk! I remember a letter
heading of Rob Harbron 10 years ago, with no mention of folk
just, if I remember rightly, musician/producer as his profession. I
presumed he wanted to avoid being trapped in a narrow (minded?)
musical ghetto? Are you happy with the “Folk” label?

ST: I think I alluded to this in a previous question. If you play
concertina in a non classical or religious way, and are within
touching distance of the folk scene, you are going to get branded
with the folk label, because it’s an acoustic instrument, and the
English system unfortunately failed the test for which it was
designed, i.e. to take over from the violin family and other
orchestral instruments, so it’s had to adapt to its limitations and folk
seems a comfortable niche for it.

I think I’ll have to be happy with the “folk” label. I haven’t seen a lot
of concertinas in rock, blues, jazz, country or classical groups so I
think I’m pretty stuck!

PW: Whilst I love traditional British folk music, I envy the fluidity
and open-ness of e.g. American and African Roots music. Any
thoughts?

ST: I like American music a lot and at the moment maybe half of
what I’m singing at a gig will be American material. Either American
versions of British traditional songs or a lot of 19th century
American songs by well known songwriters like Stephen Foster and
Henry Clay Work, who are among my favourites. I’m always a
sucker for a good tune, which is what these 19th century writers are
famous for, though the words of a lot of their songs can be classed
as “of their time” and non-pc in this day and age, so I have to
choose the material carefully! I’m also working on an
unaccompanied bluegrass song for my new 8th album which will be
recorded in August. I sing modern American songs too; Dylan
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especially works well on the concertina (though I’ve still to come to
grips with “Subterranean Homesick Blues”!)

I’ve tried reasonably hard to acquaint myself with African Roots
music, but apart from South African choral harmony singing to not
much avail I’m afraid. I think I must be a bit of a musical snob, and
I’m sure that I’m guilty of gross generalisation and I’m probably
missing something obvious, but the melodic construction of most of
the African music I listen to seems to be missing the vital
ingredients that get my juices flowing.

I’m probably too ingrained in the culture and greater versatility of
western instrumentation to appreciate the nuances of that
continent’s music as much as I probably should, though there are
probably songs of great beauty and sensitivity that have passed me
by.

PW: I read you’d covered the song “Me and my Uncle”, which I
always first heard by the Grateful Dead. I would love to hear you
record  more contemporary classics e.g. “Shipbuilding” by Elvis
Costello or “Levi Stubbs’ Tears” by Billy Bragg.
I think they’d work because your vocals have real conviction plus
the muscular concertina accompaniments.

ST: I had a bit of what I pretentiously call an “avant garde” period
in the early to mid eighties, where I was starting to try to push the
boundaries of what I could get away with singing with concertina,
and at that time I tried things like “Me and My Uncle”, which is on
my third album “Eclogue” (1984). I got Martin Simpson playing
guitar with me on this song which I loved because it’s also a great
story, and I thought it turned out as one of my more successful
experiments.

I also did a version of Ry Cooder’s “Boomer’s Story” on the same
album, which we rocked up nicely again with a full electric version
on “Rim of the Wheel”, my sixth album, the second CD I made after
my twelve year sabbatical from the folk scene. I enjoyed doing this
and discovered that concertina does sometimes work in a rock type
situation, having used the same band combination for a version of
Stephen Foster’s “Glendy Burke” on the previous album “Whirligig of
Time” in 2008.
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My next job is to have a look at the songs you mentioned to see
what can be done. I’m always on the lookout for new and interesting
stuff to expand the boundaries of what can be accompanied on
concertina. It’s a good instrument to play blues riffs on. One of the
best compliments I had a couple of years ago was when I was told I
was “a bit bluesy” by a well known singer of that genre! (I hope it
was a compliment anyway!)

PW: Just wondered your views on the change in media by which
fans access your music? Your first album came out on LP and
cassette  now I’m listening to it on Apple Music on my iPhone.

ST: Absolutely no problem. During the twelve or thirteen years that
I was off the music scene from 1991 to 2004 the quality of
recording changed from the “Pinky and Perky” effect to the amazing
quality we have today, and the more people who can access it the
better, in whatever format.

Funnily enough I was playing a folk club the other week and the
organiser came up and told me his uncle was the voice of “Perky” in
the television series!

PW: That was fascinating Steve  thanks for taking the time to talk
to our readers. Looking forward to seeing you on late night
Channel 4 with some more avant garde concertina!

Steve’s Discography:     Solo albums: (on Tradition Bearers label)

                       Current 7th album:  Spirit of the Game

                       6th album:   Rim of the Wheel

                       5th album:   The Whirligig of Time

Earlier, released by Fellside originally on vinyl:  Eclogue (now available on CD)
                                             Braiding (also available on CD)
                                             Outstack (LP)
                                             Jigging One Now (LP)

With Canny Fettle:  Varry Canny (LP, Tradition label)
     A Trip to Harrogate.(LP, Tradition label)

All CDs available from Steve   website: www.steve-turner.co.uk

Steve’s 8th album is due out before Christmas 2017

<>
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Benslow Music 17/267: Tango Techniques and Style with
Caroline Pearsall - 4pm Friday 30th June to 4pm on Sunday
2nd July 2017

Simon W Day (photo)

Experiences of an Anglo player.

Benslow is a residential centre in
Hitchin which runs courses and holds
concerts in a range of styles. Tango
Techniques and Style was tutored by
Caroline Pearsall of the London Tango
Orchestra. There were nine sessions
of 90 minutes each over the weekend
- We worked hard!

How does an Anglo player fit into a
tango arrangement from the 1930s?
This is a good question which was
answered in part over this weekend. Of the instruments in a
traditional tango orchestra the Anglo corresponds most directly to
the right hand (treble side) of the bandoneon. The tutor was able to
rearrange classic tango pieces for the twelve instruments present so
the basis of a working system was arrived at. Very fortunately the
piano, bass and lead accordion were present along with violins. In
addition we had a guitar, flute and bass clarinet.

To get an idea of what we were attempting listen to La Yumba on
the LTO web site.

http://www.thelondontangoorchestra.com/audio.html

It's possible to play a tango tune, for example A Media Luz, so that
it sounds nice but nothing like a tango. I was hoping to find out how
to progress to achieve a tango feel and even induce people to
dance. The answer was revealed by this course and now the task of
putting it into practice lies before me. The points were:

Articulation - very light and short on the non accented notes
(marked with a staccato dot) - heavy on the accented notes while
noting these may not be on the main beats.
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Arrastre - a sort of anticipation of the main beat.

Dynamics - very marked and used to emphasise the instrument that
has the solo.

Rhythm - many variations within a two minute tango - 2/4, 4/4,
Havanera, 3:3:2. Beat stays nearly constant with ritardando maybe
once in a tango.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

To sum up a very interesting weekend which was hard work at times
and has provided enough material to study and practise for many
years. The icing on the cake was to perform for dancers being
taught tango in a parallel course.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Benslow web site:  http://www.benslowmusic.org/

LTO: http://www.thelondontangoorchestra.com/
<>

Summer School in Durham August 2017

Roger Gawley

For several years, Folkworks have run three Summer Schools in
Durham City: Youth for ages 14 to 20, Junior for those younger and
Adult for those a bit older. The International Concertina Association
have offered a modest bursary towards the cost for a concertina
player at the youth or junior school.

This year, three previous bursary holders were in Durham, one as
tutor at Adult and two as participants at Youth. The ICA decided to
sponsor a tutor at the Youth school rather than offer an individual
bursary.

At each Summer School, participants join three things. They sign up
for a main instrument. They join a band of mixed instruments. And
they elect for a number of options sessions where you can try
something else. This year the options included “give it a go”
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sessions on concertina at all three summer schools.
Folkworks have a number of starter instruments that were available
so that students could gain hands-on experience. They were offered
a year's free instrument hire afterwards.

Andy Parr was the Adult tutor and ran two taster sessions. One
participant opted to hire an instrument.

Alex Wade ran taster sessions at both Youth and Junior. Two from
Youth and five from Junior took up the hire offer. Alex reports that a
couple of participants asked if the taster sessions would be repeated
next year as they had been too slow to sign up and the places were
filled. Five Juniors and two from Youth took up the hire offer. There
may be more; some parents are waiting to see how interested their
children are.

Two concertina players came to Youth, one opted for fiddle as main
instrument although she joined Alex's Northumbrian Band on
concertina, so the youth concertina class had one participant,
Heather, now sixteen. Her enthusiasm is wonderful.
She wrote: “Having Alex Wade at Folkworks was amazing as for the
first time in three years I had one-to-one concertina support rather
than being part of the general ensemble group. Last year Rob
Harbron came across from the adult school to help me but it was
great having direct lessons when others had theirs. I learnt so
much, not just tunes, but also how my concertina works, and better
techniques. I recently performed at the Sidmouth Folk Festival with
Cream Tees and everyone said I was more confident and was
interacting with the audience. I also enjoyed sharing what I learnt
with my sister and other Cream Tees members as they all wanted to
try my concertina. I'm really grateful to the ICA for enabling Alex to
attend”.

Heather's sister, Kirsty who is thirteen and was at the Junior
Summer School wrote: “Alex Wade did a taster session at the Junior
Folkworks and it was incredibly helpful as my sister's old concertina
is at home but I didn't know how to use it or get started. Thanks to
Alex I can now play a few tunes and understand a bit more about
how the instrument works! I'm moving to the Youth Summer School
next year and really hope Alex comes again so I can learn more”.
Heather is on the left in the photograph and Kirsty is on the right.
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  above and below: Alex Wade
teaching (photos
by John Cogan)

So we still need more young players but the signs are promising. As
Alex put it: Overall, I think there was good exposure of the
concertina, and hopefully we raised some awareness and
interest.<>
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HAVE YOU ANY BAND MUSIC TO SHARE WITH THE ICA
LIBRARY?

Jeremy Hague

Over the past few months a number of ICA members have asked for
concertina band music to play in their groups. Unfortunately, the
few pieces of band music I have are a little old and of a different
style enjoyed by players today. If you have any music that you
would be willing to donate to the library, which then can be shared
with other members that would be splendid! Thank you. Jeremy
Hague (librarian and archivist) <>

“JOINING THE DOTS”

Jeremy Hague

Over recent months I’ve had an increasing number of ICA members
requesting music from our wonderful collection of music written or
arranged for the English Concertina. Coupled with an interest in the
library is a small, but growing number of members who are keen to
play the English Concertina in the way that the music was arranged
– i.e. with all the dots. However, lots of our arrangements are
complex and require a bit of practice. So, if you’ve ever wrestled
with Ernest Rutherford, been bothered by Richard Blagrove, or
struggled with Henry Stanley, there’s a new ICA group to help you.
“Joining the Dots” is proposed to be a special interest group for
those who want to learn how to play and make harmonic
arrangements for the EC. I know that there are library users literally
dotted across the UK and internationally and, through this group,
the ICA will try to join these dot-loving players.

Every month (or so), I will try to share a piece of music from the
library to all group members to have a go, share their thoughts on
whether it is a good arrangement, suggested improvements,
fingering suggestions and so on. Hopefully, over time, group
members might even create new arrangements of tunes for each
other’s opinions. We may even meet up at some point.
I recognise that there’s lots of Anglo players who are interested in
playing chords, but I’m afraid I don’t have any of this type of Anglo
music in the library and, of course, duet players tend to play in this
style anyway.
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With so many on-line platforms to network people, I’m not really
sure how best to enable the group to communicate with one
another, but I think a combination of email, Royal Mail (for those
without email), Messenger and Concertina World might work.
If you are interested in “Joining the Dots” please contact
Jeremy Hague at librarian@concertina.org or please give me a bell
on 0776 967 6509.
Please feel to offer your own suggestions for the group. <>
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Peter Nimmins 1941 - 2017

Patrick Gilbert

Peter was a regular and enthusiastic
member of the North Eastern Concertina
Players for many years.  Many people will
have met him at the Swaledale Squeeze.
Peter had played the concertina since he
was a boy and still played the instrument
that his mother had bought at a sale
room as part of a job lot.  This also
included a stuffed buzzard which the
family still have.  Peter’s mother thought
it would be a good idea if he learned to
play and so he used to cycle to Tom Prince’s house at Consett to take
lessons.  Peter still had the arrangements which Tom had given him and a
few years ago he assembled them into a book, some of you reading this
probably have a copy.
In his day job, Peter worked for Martins Bank which was later taken over by
Barclays.  Peter produced two books based on his experiences as a bank
manager in the Yorkshire Dales.
Peter had health problems for some months, and sadly he died on May 14th.
<>

A NEW WEEKEND FROM HANDS ON
MUSIC

WITNEY SUPERSQUEEZE
A Weekend Music Course for

Concertinas, Melodeons and Accordions

This new event will take place at Henry Box School,
Witney, nr. Oxford, on 10th - 12th November 2017.

More details  - contact Dave Townsend on dtmellstock@aol.com

http://www.davetownsendmusic.com/homweekends/
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